
Databases 

In addition to more than 21,000 E-journals, KL University also subscribes to the following 
databases to provide comprehensive access to various resources like articles, books, e-
books, conference proceedings, financial  and business information, manuals, reports, 
standards, and so on. These include: 

ASTM Digital Library provides comprehensive coverage to bulletin, data series, journals, 
manuals, materials research and standards, proceedings, and special technical publications. 
The resource is subscribed from 2012. 

CMIE Prowess covers financial performance of Indian companies and is accessed through 
a specially developed software. Annual Reports of individual companies is the principal 
source for this database. The database covers listed and unlisted companies. For listed 
companies, the database includes data sourced from the stock exchanges. It contains time-
series data from 1998-99. It is updated continuously. It presents several well-formatted 
analytical tabulations that include ratio analysis, funds-flow analysis, benchmark and peer 
comparisons. The software enables querying the database and it incorporates a charting 
toolkit. 

EBSCO Art and Architecture, a database for the study of art and architecture, is designed 
for use by art scholars, artists, designers, college students and general researchers. It 
provides easy access to academic journals, magazines, trade publications and books.  

EBSCO Business Elite, a resource providing full-text coverage of scholarly business, 
management and economics journals. It also includes publications covering topics such as 
accounting, banking, finance, international business, marketing, sales and more. 

EBSCO Hospitality and Tourism Complete, a full-text database covering all areas of 
hospitality and tourism. In addition to full-text journals, it provides magazines, company and 
country reports, books and newspapers. 

GREENR: The Global Reference on the Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources 
(GREENR) focuses on the physical, social, and economic aspects of environmental issues. 
Topic, organization, and country portals form research centres around issues covering 
energy systems, health care, agriculture, climate change, population, and economic 
development. Portals include authoritative analysis, academic journals, news, case studies, 
legislation, conference proceedings, primary source documents, statistics, and rich 
multimedia.           

LexisNexis provides solutions designed for professionals in the legal, risk management, 
corporate, government, law enforcement, accounting, and academic markets.  
LexisNexis encompasses authoritative legal-publishing brands dating back to the 19th 
century from the United Kingdom, Canada, the Asia-Pacific region, France, etc. 

Manupatra is an online legal research information resource and content aggregator of 
Indian and International material, linking primary information, secondary material and 
proprietary analytical content. It is designed for use by legal, educational, finance, corporate, 
government, law enforcement, intellectual property, and others.  

McGraw-Hill Science & Engineering: AccessScience is an online resource that contains 
reference material covering all major scientific disciplines and offers links to primary 
research material, videos and exclusive animations, plus specially designed curriculum 
maps for teachers. AccessEngineering is an engineering reference tool for professionals, 
academics, and students and provides access to regularly updated engineering reference 
information.   

SCOPUS is an abstracting and citation database of peer-reviewed literature covering 
scientific journals, books and conference proceedings. It encompasses world's research 
output in the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences, and arts   and 
humanities. 


